SPECIFICATION: THE FIRST IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
Obviously~ software problems do not have a unique specification.
Moreover, as we will show on the example of the sorting problems, certain specifications make easy to derive certain implementations and prevent, or make it difficult to derive others.
In a certain sense, the specification language is a sort of A similar analysis shows that the splitting of A into B and C can be more general or that the condition cardinality(C)=l can be released replacing it with ordered(C). We have I i x and two-i-plus-one = 2i + 1 and i-plus-one-square = (i + I) = I while not x < i-plus-one-square do l i := i + i; two-i-plus-one := two-i-plus-one + 2; i-plus-one-square := i-plus-one-square + two-i-plus-one
I ' j i ~ x < (i+l) 2
which is our final square-root program. It is more natural to communi- {assert: the subgraph denoted by the set V is minimal {assert: E is a MST for the subgraph denoted by V} '~make the predicate P true" "make the predicate Q true" {assert P,assert Q while E 2 not empty do find an edge e in E 2 of minimum weight; set x to be the vertex in V 2 incident with e V~<-V~ u {x};
V2<-v 2 -{x};
El<-g I u {e];
g2~-g 2 -{e};
{assert: the subgraph Gi, denoted by V~, is minimal {assert: E1is a MST for the subgraph denoted by V I ~restore predicates P"~ "restore predicates Q" {assert P, assert Q } end Note that when E 2 becomes empty, E I has grown to include all vertices belonging to one connected component of G.
The operations restoring predicates P and Q are simple, they are omitted. A first optimization is to make the set E 2 containing one edge (the one with minimal weight) for each vertex in 4" This effects the definition of Q and the operation restoring that predicate which now becomes for each y in V2 adjacent to x do if weight(xy) ~ weight(the edge e in E 2 incident with y) then E 2 <-E 2 -{e } u {xy}
The operation restoring predicate P becomes for each y in V 3 adjacent to x do V 2 -V 2 u {y}; The only points where some ingenuity is required are the initial recursion theorem and the restrictions of the sets where the search of minimum cost edge must be performed.
